
What Does It Look Like to Work at NCHC as a

Lives Enriched and Fulfilled.

The success of each of our employees is vital to the success of our organization and the services we provide to our community. 
Our teams took a look at what work is like in each position to provide you with key insights, challenges and rewards.

The Down Side of the Job Technology Use The Upside of the Job

Purpose of Program and Role Enriching and Fulfilling LivesNuts & Bolts of the Job

Orientation, Onboarding & Training

All employees receive general 
orientation their first week.



Working at North Central Health Care

Person Centered Service  
at North Central Health Care

Our Mission  
Langlade, Lincoln and Marathon Counties  
partnering together to provide compassionate  
and high quality care for individuals and  
families with mental health, recovery and  
skilled nursing needs.

Our Vision  
Live Enriched and Fulfilled.

Our Core Values 
DIGNITY
We are dedicated to providing excellent service with 
acceptance and respect to every individual, every day.

INTEGRITY
We keep our promises and act in a way where doing  
the right things for the right reasons is standard.

ACCOUNTABILITY
We commit to positive outcomes and each  
other’s success. 

PARTNERSHIP
We are successful by building positive relationships  
in working towards a system of seamless care as a 
trusted community and county partner. 

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
We embrace change through purpose-driven data, 
creativity and feedback in pursuit of the advancement 
of excellence.

Serving others through effective  
communication, listening to understand  
and building meaningful relationships.

At NCHC, we provide Person-Centered Service  
every day with everyone we interact with.  
Person-Centered Service has a foundation in our 
Core Values and includes:

• Serving with a proactive approach

• Serving with a caring and  
compassionate attitude

• Truly listening to understand

• Creating a safe & healing environment

• Doing no harm

• Understanding all the dimensions of  
diversity and identifying cultural influences

• Understanding and respecting life experiences

• Shared decision making

• Recognizing and building on strengths

• Involvement of others whenever possible

Employee Expectations 
At NCHC, we look for people who:

• Show up and work hard
• Do the right things for the right reasons
• Are a team player
• Provide excellent customer service with dignity
• Don’t stop until they are proud


	Purpose of Program and Role: Our program’s purpose is to provide adult support to those individuals with mental health disorders, those struggling with AODA disorders, or those with combined diagnoses.  Our consumers may often be under-insured, and/or lack the knowledge of resources available to them.  The role of Mental Health Tech is to facilitate the development of skills needed for independent living such as; daily living skills, social skills, managing ones home, utilizing community resources, and other necessary skills to be safe and successful in the community.
	Nuts & Bolts of the Job: Work hours are flexible but, generally speaking, a typical work week is based off of a Monday through Friday schedule. Flexibility is required to meet needs of consumer, as they arise.  Work environment includes office, community time, and in the home of the consumer.  It is a team environment.  Coworkers are often willing to pitch in to help with ideas and support.  • Interact with crisis, outpatient, psychiatry, transportation. Though could include all departments. • Dress code is business casual, however this varies due to appointment schedule. Business meetings would be more business dress. Community activities with consumers may be casual to support youth learning appropriate dress for environment and activity.
	Enriching & Fulfilling Lives: Our consumers desire support—which makes the job fulfilling and enjoyable.  It is reinforcing to know that we aspire to make a positive impact, whatever the capacity, on the lives of our consumers.  The Community Treatment team is truly a TEAM. Team members respect and support one another as if they were family.  Working at NCHC as a whole has been a positive experience. The organization makes the commitment to seek input and feedback from employees in an effort to always improve services, engagement and work climate. I feel valued at NCHC, and my efforts are noticed.
	The Down Side: The position can be stressful at times. The hardest part of the job is scheduling for all components, such as paperwork, appointments, collaboration, required meetings, as many unexpected things can pop up. Rapid change is probably the most draining aspect of the job. There are also days, where the emotional engagement is very intense and can be very draining. Sometimes it feels like clients want you to be available 24/7, so work/life balance can be difficult to manage. The camaraderie and support of the team help to make the stress and anxiety more manageable. You are in and out of the office all day in all sorts of weather and often have to make judgment calls in the moments with little direction as you are out in the community and sometimes are dealing with escalating behaviors. You are also going into homes that are often poor living conditions and can sometimes have unpleasant smells and concerns for safety. 
	The Up Side: The best part of the job is being able to assist others in need.  There are many aspects that provide a source of fulfillment and pride.  The idea that I can contribute, in some capacity, to the growth, recovery or fulfillment of fellow community members continues to motivate me to do all that I can.  We transport a lot of consumers and get to use company vehicles when doing so.The flexibility of being able to set our own schedules, having generous vacation time, and excellent benefits and retirement pensions is a huge bonus of the job as well. Additionally, the leadership team is phenomenal.  Leadership takes a caring, nurturing approach that allows us to gain confidence and grow within the program. It is a privilege to work in such a team environment. 
	Technology Use: LaptopCell phoneCopy/fax machineEmail- essential to understand outlook and the calendar in outlook
	Orientation, Onboarding & Training: Department training up to 90 days.You will likely spend two to three weeks shadowing another mental health tech.  Coworkers and supervisors supported with all of your 1,000,000 questions. Never be afraid to ask for help. There are always opportunities for ongoing training and education. You may be able to attend conferences/online trainings.
	Position Name and Department: Mental Health Tech?


